3rd Energy transition future Leaders academy  
Athens, 15-18 May, 2024

The Greek Energy Forum and The American College of Greece co-organize the 3rd “Energy Transition Future Leaders” Academy in the regional landscape of Southeastern Europe. This follows the successful organisation of the previous “Energy Union Future Leaders” Academies conducted in previous years in Athens and Thessaloniki, Greece under the auspices of the European Commission.

The 2024 Academy takes place

Under the auspices of:

Ministry of the Environment & Energy, Hellenic Republic  
The US Embassy in Greece

Supported by:

ACCESS  
Women in Energy

Our objective is to select 40 promising young individuals for a fascinating training program on the significance of European energy transition policies.

This will be achieved through:

→ targeted seminars on all pillar aspects of the EU’s energy transition policies

→ debates, discussions & workshops on critical energy topics

conducted by:

→ Successful business executives from the energy sector

→ EU, and other government officials & Academics related to the energy sector.

This is a 100% non-profit initiative and hence the participants will not be required to pay any registration fees for their attendance. Furthermore, it is within the organizers’ intentions to cover accommodation expenses for all successful applicants.
Eligibility

The Energy Academy welcomes applications from students and professionals with a genuine interest at the energy industry and motivation to enhance their skills and understanding.

Eligibility criteria: University Student/Professional with genuine interest or relevance to the energy sector

Application documents

1. CV (we would encourage the use of the EUROPASS format)
2. (Optional) One short essay answering one of the following questions (500 words max):
   a. In your opinion, what would be the potential benefits for SEE countries by applying EU’s energy transition policies?
   b. In your opinion, which initiatives and projects can best promote energy diversification and energy security in the EU or the SE Europe and Eastern Mediterranean regions?

Applications accepted by April 15th

All applications will be thoroughly reviewed by the Energy Academy’s Selection Committee, which will formulate a shortlist of candidates. Shortlisted candidates will then be invited for an online interview. The accepted candidates will be notified upon final decision of the organizing committee.

The key selection criteria include:

- basic understanding of fundamental pillars of the energy transition process
- academic/professional relevance to the wider energy sector
- demonstration of genuine interest in energy topics
- potential of the candidate to become a future energy leader
- willingness to affect the energy future of the SEE region
- proficiency in English

Find more information on:

- How to apply and become one of the 40 delegates selected for the Academy.
- The Agenda, sessions, debates and workshop themes.
- The speakers and lectures of this year’s Academy
- Post-event info on previous Energy Union Future Leaders Academies here:
  https://www.acg.edu/events/3rd-energy-transition-future-leaders-academy/
  https://www.greekenergyforum.com/
  https://www.acg.edu/

or follow us on

@GreekEnergyForum  @GrEnergyForum  The American College of Greece